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Spiritual leaders of Barack Obama

Supporting Soviets negro activist Frank Marshall Davis and preacher of Racialist Church – Jeremiah
Wright are the main ideological fathers of democratic candidate for US president.

“Frank” the teacher
Although with reference to many matters Barrack Obama opinions are not quite clear, one thing is sure – Obama
would have been quite diﬀerent without Frank.
Frank exerted big inﬂuence on Obama’s political opinions and it was described by Obama in his autobiography
“Dreams from My Father”.
Frank was mysterious negro poet and journalist who initiated the young Obama into the secret of world of political
ideas. Obama wrote, that thanks to Frank he competently selected his friends in university studies. They were
mainly people with radically left wing views, negro or foreign students. Frank also taught Obama that he should not
trust in white people and especially not to believe in equality of chances. He warned Obama, that on university
studies he would be not educated but trained by white people.

Hidden name revealed
Obama remembers Franks education until now, so it is not possible, that he forgot his name.
However this name does not appear in the book and may have been unknown, if professor Gerald Horne from
Columbia University, sympathizer and researcher of communism, had not identiﬁed Obama during speech on
occasion of transferring archives of US Communist Party to the New York University. Horne reminded Frank
Marshall Davis, the afro- American activist, who in 40ties settled on Hawaii where he met among others the white
woman, who married the student from Kenya. The child of this marriage returned soon to the US to the place left
by Frank. Today this child is the candidate for US president.

Frank on Hawaii
Who was Frank Marshall besides the fact, that he met Obama’s parents? Majority of media is not very interested in
this matter and is limited to the questions, if Obama consumed too much drugs due to Hawaii episode of his life.
The fact, that Davis inﬂuence on his intellectual development is very important for Obama, makes that the
mysterious Frank is worth careful watching.
Frank Marshall Davis was born in 1905 in Kansas. In the State College he was one of 26 black students. He had
studied journalism, but he has not completed his degree. He had literature skills and one of the teachers
encouraged him to write the poetry. In 1927 he went to the Chicago where he started working as a journalist. Since
the beginning he was interested in problems of negro society. He often told, that when he was 5 years old, he
avoided lynch from not much elder white boys. In Chicago he was columnist to African - American press, he also

tried to write stories. In 1931 he moved to Atlanta as the journalist he was engaged into struggle against law,
which allowed for lynch. He converted Atlanta Daily World newspaper which was issued every few days, into every
day journal – the ﬁrst big newspaper made by the black for the black people. The newspaper presented quite
moderate views – they demanded equality for the black and struggled against the law allowing for lynch.

Journalism was not enough
The journalism, although very engaged, was not suﬃcient for Davis. He dreamed about literature career. His
literary production began to be appreciated by the White.
Thanks to their encouragement, in 1935 he appeared again in Chicago. He began to appear in the intellectual
society. Soon he joined Associated Negro Press Agency in which he became executive editor. Davis seemed to be
far from communism at that time. He even signed special statement of the agency, which rejected communism as
a remedy to big depression in USA.
Roosevelt administration according to New Deal politics favored integration initiatives in black society. .New Deal
was the kind of left wing experiment, but it was carried out according to American democracy standards.
Remaining in New Deal guaranteed Davis presence in public life of the country.
What were the real Davis opinions concerning communism if we consider his signing of the statement seriously, his
attitude to communism was skeptical. In this declaration Davis rejects laws should be made with democratic
measures. The problem is, that at that time attitude of US Communist Party was the same. This party was simply
the representative of the Soviet Union interests in USA. In the years of Big Crisis many intellectualist expected end
of capitalism and coming of quite new system.

Davis joins the Communist Party
In 1932 the previous chief of US Communist Party William Z. Foster issued book “Toward Soviet America” in which
he appended to rebuild the country according to Soviet formula, which he wanted to achieve using the economic
turmoil..
The response of F.D.Roosvelt administration to Great Crisis was New Deal Program “Socialism by America”. Among
others it was based on supporting of trade unions and anti racialist movements. Democratic legitimization by the
White House deprived communists of argument of necessary revolution. For tactic reasons US Communist Party
supported the administration and Democratic Party, it as well rejected opposition activity against democratic US
administration. It introduced many people to the radical left Congress of Industrial Organizations which supported
Roosevelt administration and New Deal. CIO was organization especially opened for representatives of black
society. It was in accordance with political strategy of communists, who were talking advantage of the local
conﬂicts in order to take the rules. The main power of American communism would be rebellion of the color,
oppressed minority.
According to Gerald Horne, Frank M. Davis joined the communist party in 1943. His membership was secret, it
would have been considered as subversive activity. Davis did not need to feel the conﬂict of loyalty. Roosevelt and
Stalin had been the allies for almost two years.

A Soviet Agent?
In 1948 Davis left USA and went to the Hawaii.
This event is often presented as the escape of the idealist to other world, where marriage with white woman did
not make angry reactions. Escape from intolerance to the place, where there is no white people domination.
However this leftist legend is not in accordance with the facts.
Davis was encouraged to go to the Hawaii by Paul Robeson black actor and singer who had also been secret
member of the CPUSA. End of 40-ies was the time, at which Un – American Activities Committee revealed inﬂuence
of communists to people of culture and art. At that time the Hollywood black list was made. Many artists
symphatizing with communism had to ﬁnish their career.
Davis might have experienced the same. Moving with his wife to Hawaii enabled him further activity.
Secret members of US Communist Party were to take responsibility for organizing local movement. So Davis got
soon job in Honolulu Record, the trade union newspaper controlled by communist party. His journalism was going
to organize local color people in trade unions. Davis attacked big business and administration.
He also wrote poetry glorifying Red Army and future revenge of the black on their white torturers.
If someone thinks that Hwaii is unimportant place of isolation, can’t be more wrong. Hawaii was very important for
security of USA and was observed by Moscow with care.
An FBI investigation showed that Davis often visited coast and took pictures of it. If had nothing to do with his

journalist activity. According to FBI ﬁles Davis attacks on American policy, were not diﬀerent from communist
propaganda abroad and from radials in the USA.

Davis and pornography
The “Daily Telegraph” revealed not long ago one more Davis secret..
He wrote, under pen-name, pornographic novels based in part on his experience. They include sadomasochistic
and even pederast plots. These novels exist only as manuscript, but their authenticity was conﬁrmed by researcher
of Davis literary output and editor of his poetry.
Frank M. Davis was discovery of university world at the end of 20th century. Active leftist societies made him one
of their heroes. Poet and ﬁghter for racial equality is very good as the picture of political movement. However
according to recently reveled it is diﬃcult to recognize him as someone else than soviet agent, realizing Stalin
guidelines.

Candidate shaped by communism
In the 70ties, when Obama’s white grandfather presented him to Frank, Davis importance was not so big as it was
twenty, thirty years before. But his ability to appeal young’s minds line Obama.
He transferred to Obama his views and abomination of American civilization.
He taught him distrust to American democracy and its political institutions..
Adherent of Stalin policy created political views of the candidate for Us president Barrack Obama. Avoids this
matter, but radical leftist organizations in the USA, referring directly to Marxist ideology and also Soviet Union
policy do not have doubts – he is their candidate
____________
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Jeremiah Wright – Crusade of Black Christ
Preacher Jeremiah Wright is no longer in the close circle of Obama. Democratic candidate for president condemned
his political views. The preacher’s views have been unchanged for 28 years of their relationship and Obama had
never before hard objections to Wright’s radical views. Wright deﬁned and ampliﬁed Obama’s faith. He carried out
Obama’s church wedding ceremony and baptized his children.

Controversial speeches
Like in case of Frank M. Davis Obama didn’t reveal all truth about the preacher from United Church of Christ..
Probably because the preacher’s teaching was similar to that of Frank M. Davis, at least in relation to the country
of which Obama wants to be the President.
Obama even told lies to excuse controversial sermons of the preacher. In March of this year Wright became
famous thanks to his lecture, in which he condemned US and US relations. He accused US administration of

conspiracy against the black people..
According to Wright the white people give Negros weapon and drugs.
They invented HIV to use it against the black. “God condemn America” instead of traditional “God bless America”
is the sentence including Wright’s philosophy. It is clear that 11 September attack is recognized by the preacher as
the punishment deserved by this country.
__________________________________
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Barrack Obama, forced to react to so strong words, stated, that Wright is from the generation, which remembers
racial segregation and experienced many wrongs from the white people. He isolated from these words but not from
preacher himself.
“The feeling of humiliation, tear and doubt has not left this generation” said Obama.
However the Washington correspondent of information portal news max.com.

Not so poor and not so persecuted
Ronald Kessler, found out, that preacher Wright, who represents humiliated and oppressed people, has the life,
which may be subject of envy of many Afro – Americans. He was from negro middle class family. His mother was
the teacher. Wright completed prestige Central High College. The white student were approximately 90% of
students and at least 75% had Jewish parentage. There were no conﬂicts between black and white students. There
were friendship and kindliness. Also famous comedian Bill Cosby graduated from this school.
Bill often criticized Afro- Americans, that they blame white people for all their failures.
The black graduates from Central High entered the middle class and made career in culture and public activity. So
did Wright. Where was his attitude of contempt for USA and American values from?

One step too far
In opinion of Fox News commentator Juan Williams Wright is typical representative of the black establishment, who
takes advantage of the frustrations his adherents to get their support. In this case however he overdid. When he
told, that Obama agreed about his views, but he can not admit it, because he is politician, he had to retire (to
became political pensioner).
The teacher had to go away in order not to be harmful far his student.
Jeremiah Wright is an example of progressive preacher. He is the preacher, who is against praying in the schools
and promotes homosexual marriage. He often preaches wearing traditional African clothes and his afro -centric
views are combined with anti-American attitude. In the sixties he was a marine. He was medical technician taking
care of health of president Lyndon Johnson.
Wright proved to be not only charismatic preacher, but also eﬃcient organizer United Christ Church, which was
managed by Wright until not long ago, includes now 8 thousand members. On the beginning it had only several
people.

Christ as a black guy
The doctrine of this Church is special mixture of Marxism and black liberation theology. It has to make radical
rebuilding of American society. Basic ideology of the church dates from the 30ties. If arises from Nation of Islam
movement, which combined elements of Islam and Christianity. Main point of this ideology is the belief that the
Negros have a great role to play in history.. The most famous representative of this movement was Malcolm X,
killed in 1964 activist – recognized today as one of the most important, besides Martin Luter King. Afro – American

of XXth century. Malcolm left Nation of Islam and become sunnit. He has remained the sign of black Americans
struggle for their social status. Malcolm was big inspiration for James Hale Cone the man, who created doctrine of
black liberation theology.
This ideology was to replace the traditional Christianity and become the tool of integration of the blacks against the
white people. The year of issue of his most important book:
“Black Theology and Black Power was at the time apogeum of cultural revolution of the end of the sixties and
coincided completely with it”
The main views of the book combined Marxism with the idea of historical role of black people. Cone followed
Malcolm belief that Christian Church of the white people is actually the racialist Antichrist. The Cone’s doctrine,
despite its Christian name, isolated directly form Bible instruction.
Being the Christian according to this doctrine was something opposed to the Christ.
Cone rejected among others the principle of non violence and stated that abomination of the white people has
nothing to do with the racism.
When on the beginning of the 60ties the United Church of Saint Trinity was arising, the social idea of its teaching
has just been created. Preacher Jeremiah Wright had not to add anything to Cone’s teaching except his
personality, charisma and force of conviction. When he took over the rule of the church, thanks to his charisma he
appended to thousands of the new followers. His success is the eﬀect of his passion. His sermons are very
impulsive. He shouts as a raper. Wearing the color clothes shouts about great mission of the blacks and predicts
judgement day for the white people. He shouts to the journalists. He is always proud of his christianity even when
he praises Louis Farrakhan, the radical leader of Nation of Islam.
Farrakhan announces openly his anti-Semitism and recognizes Adolf Hitler as the great man. His speeches are not
diﬀerent from those of Iran president or Osama bin Laden. Also Wright condemns US support for Israel and calls it
“Support for the state terrorism”.
Obama has denied that he shared any of Wrights views only after the media started to investigate this issue.
Before he had often tried to justify the preacher and he claimed that he wasn’t aware of his most controversial
statements – despite that they were and are easily available on the net and cited by numerous media. Richard
Cohen from “Washington Post” tried to explain this attitude with the candidate’s opinion that any medial critics of
him is only a sign of racism or the Clinton marriage conspiracy.
___________________
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Yet the views propagated by Michelle Obama show that communist ideology heritage have always been present
and accepted by his circles and himself.
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